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Octahedron

Dodecahedron

Tesseract

This mathematically inspired 8 sided lamp is
simple sophistication, yet take a look from
another angle and this many faceted lamp
transforms itself into various versions of
itself, often looking like a completely new
lamp. Fitted with an LED bulb paired with a
choice of 3 striking colour flexes, Hot pink,
Gold or Turquoise. Roughly 25cm in diameter and
weighs 1.1 kg. RRP €300.

A 4th dimensional cube, Tesseract is a cube
within a cube. A perfect shape for our
contemporary lamp, this pristine glass
structure combines symmetry with intrigue and
beauty. This sculptural Tesseract Lamp will
lend a cosy atmosphere to any space using an LED
bulb paired with a choice of 3 striking colour
flexes, Hot pink, Gold or Turquoise. The
Tesseract stands 23cm square and weights
2.5kg. RRP €380.

Evolved from a classic terrarium, this
handsome twelve-sided lamp looks as smart
switched off as on. Flick the switch, though,
and you’ll find a harmonious symmetry of light,
glass and shadow, via the low watt LED bulb and
choice of 3 striking colour flexes, Hot pink,
Gold or Turquoise. Come in 2 sizes 22 or 24cm in
diameter and weights 1.4 or 2kg. RRP €400, 450.

*All lamps now come with a porcelain bulb holder in order to improve the over all look
of the lamps and to reduce the amount of plastic being used in their production. Each
one comes with a 3 watt LED bulb. They all come with a choice of 3 fabric flex colours,  
pink, Gold and Turquoise. All electrical components are CE certified.

Wholesale €136 

Wholesale €182, 205 

Wholesale €173 



This minimalist diamond wall pocket combines
clear glass with strong geometric lines.
Watertight and understated, this slimline wall
mounted piece can be filled with herbs or
plants, or used to display fresh cut flowers.
31cm X 23cm X 10cm, 427g. RRP €50.

This triangular wall pocket combines clear
glass with strong geometric lines. Watertight
and understated, this minimalist wall mounted
piece can be filled with herbs or plants, or used
to display fresh cut flowers. 22cm X 15cm X 7cm,
462g. RRP €55.

Diamond WallPocket

Triangle WallPocket

Geo WallPocket 

Wholesale €23

Wholesale €25 

Wholesale €36

WallPocket 
Wholesale €27

This faceted wall pocket combines clear glass
with strong geometric lines. Watertight and
understated, this minimalist wall mounted piece
can be filled with herbs or plants, or used to
display fresh cut flowers. 21.5cm X 21.5cm X
8cm, 274g. RRP €80.

This sleek "Pocket" wall pocket combines clear
glass with strong geometric lines. Watertight
and understated, this minimalist wall mounted
piece can be filled with herbs or plants, or used
to display fresh cut flowers. 20.5cm X 15.5cm X
7cm, 475g. RRP €65.

*All WallPockets come in black or copper.



Wholesale hoop €25, kidney 23, drop 20
Recycled Bottle Earrings 

Earrings made from flameworking recycled
bottles including Jameson, Baileys,
Guinness, Bombay Sapphire  and various wine
bottles. A fast favourite and great
conversation starter. All info regaring the
making of the earrings can be found via the QR
code on the tag. The findings are gold plated
brass.

Hoop RRP €55, kidney RRP €50, drop RRP €45.

Boro Earrings
Wholesale Diamond & Pentagon €20 Triangle & Square €23 & Star and
Lighting bolts € 25

These graphic earrings are flameworked using
very strong borocillicate glass. They are
lightweight. The findings are gold plated
brass. Diamond and Pentagon RRP €45 Triangle
and Square linked €50 and Star and Lighting
bolts RRP 55.

Studs 
Wholesale €8

These affordable studs help to reduce the waste
created in the studio, by using scrap glass.
Available in various colours, The silver plated
brass findings are nickel free. Each stud is
between 0.5-1cm diameter and weights 2-4g per
set. RRP €18.

*Shades in colour vary.



Cards  

8 beautiful hand-pressed single flower cards,
ideal for any occasion. Blank inside with Kraft
envelope and 100% compostable cellophane
wrapping. Includes Forget-me-not, Sweet-pea,
Poppy, Fuchsia, Fern, Buttercup and Blue
Anemone. RRP €3.50.

Flower Press 

Press your own flowers at home from wedding
flowers or a birthday bouquet or buds from your
parents’ garden. Simple to use with
instructions engraved into the lid, you can now
start experimenting with pressing your own
flowers at home. RRP €55.

Wallflowers

Each piece is a one-off, handmade with fresh
flowers picked in full bloom, each flower is
carefully pressed for two weeks to preserve its
delicate character. Each frame features real
flowers whose colour will fade over time, so it
is best to keep them out of direct sunlight.
Comes in a copper finish. Petite RRP €35, Small
RRP €45, Medium RRP €60. 

Wholesale €16,20,27

Wholesale €25

Wholesale €1.60



Wholesale only. 
Minimum order value - €300

Bank Account details:

Revolut Bank UAB
Konstitucijos Ave. 21B,
08130,
Vilnius,
Lithuania

IBAN: LT77 3250 0340 4227 0418
BIC: REVOLT21

You may need to do an International bank
transfer as it is a Lithuanian Iban. This wont
cost any extra as its in the EU. Hopefully they
will roll out Irish IBANS for freelance
accounts this year!

Contact:
Alison Byrne
hello@wildbirdstudio.com
085 8223932
wildbirdstudio.ie

https://wildbirdstudio.ie/

